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Witho Worms, Noorwegen 071, 2016-2019
From the series When you look at a landscape…
30 x 50 cm | Ed. 3 + 1 AP
3 layer carbon print with matt Bone Black pigment and
Japanese Sumi ink

Galerie Caroline O’Breen presents a duo-exhibition of Witho Worms and Jens Knigge.
Over the past few years, photographers Witho Worms and Jens Knigge worked with the Nordic landscape.
Worms photographed in Norway for his When you look at a landscape…, and Knigge’s series Contact –
Northern Light was made in Iceland and Norway. Both projects are brought together in this duo-exhibition.
Though they work with almost the same tools, large format cameras and handcrafted prints, they show
clearly different views on the landscape.
Witho Worms (1959, NL) lives and works in Amsterdam. He was inspired by the concept of ‘rewilding’ by a
writer and environmentalist George Monbiot. During the summer of 2016, Worms dedicated his journey
along the arctic coastline of Norway to ‘rewild’ himself. After having photographed man-made landscapes
for fifteen years, he immersed himself in a natural environment: untouched, wild and unpredictable. The
prehistoric, uninhabited panoramas – sea, glacier and mountains – show Worms’ fascination with the
interplay between nature, vision and the camera.
The series When you look at a landscape… comprises sixteen full frame (30×50 cm) contact prints. The
detailed large-format views are presented as carbon prints, rendered in three layers using two different black
pigments. The two ‘bone black’ image layers are on top of a shiny ink layer – showing every shade of black
in the masked areas. Worms shows how we select when we look at the world around us. In his words: ”When
you’re looking at a landscape, you change it, when you’ve photographed it, you have changed it.”

Jens Knigge (1964, DE) lives and works in Berlin. For the exhibition Around the polar circle he was invited
by Witho Worms. His photo of the snow-covered Tufjorden on the North Cape is an ode to the light from
the north. Softly lit white, in an almost abstract landscape that encloses the still grey water in the fjord. In the
background – a wall of dense sombre clouds. A closed space that is only visible through the slowly returning
light in winter. Knigge’s serene landscapes show pieces of rock and ice, snow-covered streets and quiet
coves, small trees and bare rocks. Wherever he found traces of human civilisation, he combined those
shapes with the surrounding landscape.
To name his series Northern Light seems almost ironic. Knigge made all his photographs in the wintertime,
when there is almost no light in Scandinavia. He made a barely visible landscape to be seen, photographing
under often harsh conditions. Using the platinum-palladium printing technique enables him to show all the
subtleties that were captured by his camera. The rich grey tonal scale can only be achieved in this
almost archaic analogue process. «When I face a landscape, I already see it in platinum.»

Jens Knigge, Tufjorden, 2014
From the series Contact – Northern Light
11,8 x 16,7 cm | Ed. 10 + 2 AP
Hand coated platinum-palladium print

Worms and Knigge immerse themselves in the landscape and let them be absorbed by it. They captured it
with large format cameras, and both are using 19th century printing techniques. One was travelling in the
winter with almost no light. The other worked up his way above the polar circle in summertime with no
darkness. Both celebrate the photographic print, from the lightest greys to the deepest blacks. They invite
you on the same journey.

Witho Worms (b. 1959, living in
Amsterdam) is a Dutch artistphotographer. His background in
visual anthropology has lead him
into an ongoing investigation in
the medium of photography and
its claim for natural
representation and factuality. His
special interest is concerned with
the landscape. To be more
precise, he finds his subjects
there where a clear distinction
between a natural and cultural
environment cannot be made. His
prints are represented in the
collections of the National Gallery
of Art in Washington; the New
York Public Library; the Yale
University Art Gallery, New
Haven; Musée de la
Photographie, Charleroi;
Bayerische Staatliche Sammlung,
Munich; and in the Netherlands
at Fries Museum, Leeuwarden
among others. His work has been
exhibited at the National Gallery
o f A r t i n Wa s h i n g t o n , t h e
Stedelijk Museum and FOAM in
Amsterdam, the New York Public
Library, C/O Berlin and the Fort
Mason Center for Arts and
Culture in San Francisco. He is
the author of Cette montagne
c’est moi (Fw: books, 2012), an
award-winning book designed
and published by Hans
Gremmen.
Top to bottom:
Witho Worms, Noorwegen 090, 2016-2019
Witho Worms, Noorwegen 050, 2016-2019
Witho Worms, Noorwegen 094, 2016-2019

From the series When you look at a landscape…
30 x 50 cm | Ed. 3 + 1 AP
3 layer carbon print with matt Bone Black pigment and Japanese Sumi ink

Jens Knigge (b. 1964, Eilenburg,
Germany) is focused on minimalist
landscape photography. He grew
up in East Germany and studied
to become an engineer. In 1987,
he moved to Berlin where he lives
and works today. Being selfeducated in photography, he
develops the contact prints of his
analogue negatives as hand
coated platinum-palladium prints.
Starting from austere subjects –
medieval or contemporary
architecture, the detail of a
structure, a snowy landscape – he
reveals sublime shades of grey.
Knigge’s work is characteristic of
extreme sensitivity to light and
shadows, to shapes and textures:
photography at the limits of
abstraction.
Recent presentations include Paris
Photo, Photo Basel, UNSEEN,
Fotografie-Forum Aachen/
Monschau, Museum Kunst der
Westküste (Germany) and
Kiyosato Museum of Photographic
Arts (Japan). Knigge’s work is in
the collections at Kiyosato
Museum of Photographic Arts in
Japan, General Consulate of
Germany in New York, Art and
Culture Center Monschau in
Germany, among others.

Top to bottom:
Jens Knigge, Askja, 2016 | 11,8 x 16,7 cm | Ed. 10 + 2 AP
Jens Knigge, Neighborhood, 2015 | 59,5 x 97 cm | Ed. 3 + 2 AP
Jens Knigge, Ground No.2, 2015 | 18,5 x 57 cm | Ed. 3 + 2 AP

From the series Contact - Northern Light
Hand coated platinum-palladium print

